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Warning - This Publication may
contain some TRUTH

LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2090 Golconda: Paradise in the wilderness Hare: Hash Pash / Bugsy

Run report:
The advertised run start time is 2.00pm, all registered Hashers have arrived before 1:30pm. The barrels have been cracked, the sky has clouded over and
dark thunder clouds are rolling in from the south.
Tyles reports that it was bucketing down as he came
through Lilydale. Bugsy and Pash headed off at dawn
to set the run and returned three hours later after
finding a bag of weed in the forest, did they set a
run?. 2.00pm arrives, Bugsy and Pash call ON ON to
get the run under way before the thunder storm arrives and before too much Boags is sampled. The run
starts behind the beer tent ,it is on flour there is a
walkers and a runners trail and of course a drink
stop. The flour trail winds around the paddock on
the western side of the lake and heads onto Panama
Forest Rd. The trail heads west for about 400 metres
then heads north up the steep fire trail which follows
the ridge dividing the two valleys. The storm clouds
have blown away and the heat of the afternoon sun is
taking its toll on the Hashers as they head up the steep
fire trail. The walkers and back runners are pleased to
hear Mr Sheen calling on back False Trail as he races
back down the trail swearing about Pash and Bugsy
sending him up hill for 1800 metres to a F.T The pack
arrives back on Panama Forest Rd to find that Pash has
laid more flour trail and we are heading back in the direction we came from. The trail heads back past the
camp site crosses the Panama creek and heads south
through the bush and finally emerges on the Lone Star
Rd. The front runners head east for six hundred metres
to another false trail. Rainbow returns from the false
trail and hides behind a tree as he watches other Hashers
heading toward the false trail. The trail continues west on
Lone Star Rd to the old trappers hut where the run divides
for the walkers and the runners. The walkers continue
west on Lone Star Rd to the drink stop. The runners head
south on a forestry road for 500 metres then head west
into the pine plantations. The flour trail winds its way
through the narrow overgrown tracks between the pine
trees for 1500 metres then picks up the walkers trail taking
the pack to a well earned drink stop. Pash has taken
Boongs ute loaded with chilled Boags cans, wine, water
and port to the Drink Stop. Thirsts are well and truly
quenched at the D.S, with most of the drinks consumed
Pash calls ON HOME, follow Lone Star Rd back to the trappers hut then take the bottom road and you will be back at the oasis in the forest.

ON ON:
Golconda two officially starts on Saturday, Hashers from around
Tasmania start to converge on the site from noon on Friday vying
for premium camp sites around the lake. Pash has set up the Golconda drive in theatre and is impatiently waiting for darkness to
fall. The beer trailer has been set up and the light and heavy kegs
have been tapped, the beer is constantly been sampled just to
ensure it is pouring correctly for tomorrow . Nothing will be left
to chance, Pash is ticking everything off in his check list. Darkness
is finally upon us and the theatre show begins with a Freddy Mercury Queen concert. Pash searches through his collection of
DVD’s only to discover he has bought the wrong DVD player, all
his porn movies are region two his player is only region one. The
last Hashers to arrive Friday night are Grass Roots and Arse Cutter
from Hobart who arrive at 11:00pm. These Hasher provide entertainment for the next hour as they erect their sleeping quarters
the Taj Mahal in the darkness. The Hashers mingle around the fire
pot until around midnight drinking ale, telling stories and watching concerts on the big screen. One by one the pack diminishes
as the Hashers gradually retire to their vans tents and swags.

Saturday is soon upon us and the committee are out and about
organising as only Hashers can do. Cars, campervans and caravans start to arrive and the drivers are jostling for the remaining
camp sites. Aloha spies a spot above the dam and reverses his
camper into the spot. He soon discovers why no one else has
parked there as his van sinks to the axles in the soft soggy soil. All
hashers have arrived and it is finally time to get the run underway.
Three hours later the run is over and the skulls are out of the way
and it is time to settle down, relax and enjoy a couple of cold ales.
Several hashers have enjoyed a dip in the dam and a few are
threatening to skinny dip when it gets dark. The rain has stayed
away but it is starting to cool down as the sun sinks below the
tree line. The fire pot is soon cranked up in the traditional LH3
way. The Hash barby is running hot as forty Hashers are lined up
cooking all sorts of culinary delights. As darkness falls Pash has his
big screen theatre up and running.
Camp chairs are scattered all around
the campsite as all watch the rock
concerts drink ale and talk the usual crap. The party is bought to a sudden halt at about 1:00 am as
the heavens finally open up. The theatre is quickly
packed away and all retire for a well earned kip.

Skulls:
Goblet has again stepped up as the Lip
There are three breeds of Hares within Hash, the first is the sludge arse one
who sets a short boring run, the second is the conservative Hasher who sets
a perfect distance run, then there is the masochist who sets a marathon
with false trails up and down fire trails only suitable for pack asses from
South America. Up you get Bugsy.
It is tradition in LH3 that a rep from visiting Hash clubs have to skull at our
special event runs. Up you get Black Tracker, Ringo, Arse Cutter and Worm.
One of our regular Hashers has been avoiding the wife by going to hash
ever Tuesday this year, he avoided skulling for his 850th run last week as
he left early as he had forgotten to pick her up from the airport. Up you
get Bugsy.
One of our Hashers vying for the best camping spot was in such a hurry to
get here that he backed over the front fence while getting the van out of
his drive way. This Hasher also could not empty the crapper in the van as
he did not know how to open the toilet disposal door. You know who it is
Boong get up here for a skull.
There is another Hasher amongst us who purchased a truck while his wife
was overseas without telling her, it is your turn again Bugsy.
The owner of the oasis has gone to great expense to install a new modern
toilet block. One Hasher busting to relieve himself rushed to the old long
drop and done his business covered in blow fly’s. Get that hat off One
Hump and skull this heavy you do not have to drive tomorrow.
We have an old new runner with us today who has been wearing his yellow hash T-shirt back to front all day, yes Loggy it is you.
One of the front Hashers found the second false trail then back tracked
and hid behind a tree as Bastard ventured down to the false trail. That
would be the scoundrel Rainbow your turn, light or heavy asks Pash as he
is holding two grails.
One of the Hashers wife is holidaying on the mainland and he has told her
that he cannot call her over the weekend as there is no mobile coverage at
Golconda. Another Hasher who has the latest Android mobile has been
sending photos to the wife and has spoilt his story. Up you get Worm for
blowing One Humps story.

